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1. We have___ senses (3, 4, 5)
2. The sense of sight is ___ (ears, nose, eyes)
3. Sugar tastes ___. (bitter, sweet, sour)
4. The sky is ___ in colour (blue, green, red)
5. We sweep the compound using a _______ (stick, broom, clothes)
6. ____ makes us sick. (toilets, germs, rice)
7. Which one is a personal item (pencil, chair, toothbrush)
8. Rubbish should be kept in a ____ (latrine, dish, rubbish pit)
9. A beak is a mouth of a ___ (fish, hen, cow)
10. We have ___ types of soil (3, 2, 4)
11. We model using ___ soil (clay, sand, loam)
12. The weather is ___ (cloudy, rainy, calm)
13. We fly ___ when there is wind (aeroplane, kites, leaves)
14. Gumboots are worn during _______ weather. (sunny, cloudy, rainy)
15. ____ is a house of a spider (hive, ant hill, cobweb)
16. Pigs give us _____. (milk, eggs, pork)
17. Most plants are ___ in colour. (red, green, yellow)
18. Lemon tastes ___. (sour, bitter, sweet)
19. Unwanted plants are called ___ (seeds, weeds, flowers)
20. A fish breath through ___ (nose, mouth, gills)
21. The stars gives us _____. (heat, light, shape)
22. The lion _____. (roars, barks, cries)
23. A balloon has ___ inside (air, water, soil)
24. ____ has no cure. (malaria, Aids, T.B)
25. A cow has ___ legs (3, 4, 6)
26. We boil water to kill _____. (sweets, milk, germs)
27. People sweat on a ___ day (cold, rain, hot)
28. A housefly is found in ___ places. (clean, dirty, tidy)
Name the parts of a plant

29. ______
30. ______
31. ______
32. ______
33. ______
   (stem, fruit, flower, roots, leaf)
34. We eat the _____ of sugarcane. (stem, leaf, fruit)
35. Bees give us _____
   (honey, food, salt)
36. We use _____ to clean our nose.
   (paper, handkerchief, hands)
37. We should _____ fruits before eating (cook, wash, sweep)
38. This is a _____ seed
   (maize, bean, fruit)
39. _____ makes our teeth strong
   (sweets, milk, biscuits)
40. A _____ has one seed.
   (pawpaw, mango, banana)

Name two domestic animals

41. ______
42. ______
43. Light travels in a _____ line
   (curved, zig-zag, straight)
44. An umbrella
45. Vest

Name two sources of water

46. ______
47. ______
48. These are
   (vegetables, fruits, potatoes)
49. We can make wheels with _____
   (matchbox, bottle tops, leaves)
50. A donkey is a useful animal to us. It helps us ______
   (carry loads, eat grass, fight)